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Focuses on fashion during the 1920s and 1930s while charting the rise of the flapper, the birth of screen idols, and the impact of the Great Depression on couture.
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2 dolls model 33 outfits that span 50 years of British clothing styles for women. Lavish costumes by Laura Ashley, Edward Molyneaux, Mary Quant, Vivienne Westwood, Hardy Amies, and
many others.
Illustrations of designs by Christian Dior on card stock, in paper-doll format; biographical information about Dior on endpapers.
The essential little black dress, the elegant suit with the gold-buttoned jacket, the freedom to wear slacks — modern women still draw upon the innovations of Gabrielle "Coco" Chanel. The
twentieth-century's fashion doyenne began her long and brilliant career by replacing the traditional corset with the comfort and casual grace of simple but exquisitely tailored outfits. This
collection features three dolls and twenty-eight authentic costumes that illustrate Chanel's haute couture history and the enduring appeal and influence of her designs.

Curso de Moda apresenta uma gama de informações históricas, passando por fatos corriqueiros, referente ao dia a dia do universo jovem. Tendo como pano de fundo o
ambiente universitário, muitas questões envolvendo amizade, empatia, conflitos, inseguranças, preconceito, inveja, fama, entre outros temas serão tratados com muito humor.
Chanel Fashion ReviewPaper Dolls in Full ColorCourier Corporation
Traditional Chinese Edition of [Coco Chanel]
??????????????,??????????????????????,?????76????????????????????????????,???????,????????????????????
This board book version of Coco Chanel--the first title in the critically acclaimed Little People, BIG DREAMS series--introduces the youngest dreamers to this international style
icon. Following the death of her mother, Coco spent her early life in an orphanage, where she was taught how to use a needle and thread. From there, she became a cabaret
singer, seamstress, hat maker, and, eventually, the world's most famous fashion designer. Babies and toddlers will love to snuggle as you read to them the engaging story of this
fascinating icon, and will also enjoy exploring the stylish and quirky illustrations of this sturdy board book on their own. Little People, BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of
books and educational games that explore the lives of outstanding people, from designers and artists to scientists and activists. All of them achieved incredible things, yet each
began life as a child with a dream. This empowering series offers inspiring messages to children of all ages, in a range of formats. The board books are told in simple sentences,
perfect for reading aloud to babies and toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow you to collect a selection of the
books by theme. Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and other fun learning tools provide even more ways to make the lives of these role models accessible to children.
Inspire the next generation of outstanding people who will change the world with Little People, BIG DREAMS!
Two dolls model 22 creations by longtime industry giants such as Dior, Chanel, and Saint Laurent as well as extravagant costumes by latter-day designers, including Tom Ford
and Alexander McQueen.
Wow! Said the Owl. Little owl discovered something amazing while other owls are sleeping - colors! Tim Hopgood won the Best Emerging Illustrator Award of BookTrust Early
Years Award, and is shortlisted by Red House Children's Book Award for "A Dog Called Rod" and nominated for Kate Greenaway Medal for "Here Comes Frankie!." In Chinese.
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Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Reproduction of rare catalog features over 1,000 late-Victorian articles of fashionable wearing apparel for men, women and children, plus other domestic articles. Royalty-free
designs.
Cet ouvrage retrace le parcours de la Castafiore au terme de trois décennies d'une carrière on ne peut plus triomphale. L'histoire de cette cantatrice d'exception reflète l'évolution
sociale des femmes et de la mode de son temps : Maggy Rouff, Christian Dior, Coco Chanel, Roger Vivier, et bien d'autres, sont au rendez-vous. L'auteur montre aussi avec
sensibilité que la vie affective d'Hergé n'est pas étrangère à la transformation de la diva, soudain rajeunie, plus féminine. Vision caricaturale de la chanteuse d'opéra, le
Rossignol milanais se mue en une femme certes capricieuse, exclusivement vouée à son art, mais aussi en une battante entreprenante et sympathique capable de clouer le bec
aux dictateurs et de s'émouvoir de ses retrouvailles avec Haddock. Mireille Moons décode, avec perspicacité et une joyeuse ardeur, cet art du chant doublé d'un art de vivre que
nous offre généreusement Bianca devenue la rivale de la Callas. Un livre à rire, absolument !
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????
Eye-popping review of 90s fashion — spanning styles from glamor and glitz to "retro" and "grunge." Included are 2 dolls, in swimwear and underwear, and 30 costumes designed by such stellar
names as Anne Klein, Christian Lacroix, Geoffrey Beene, Arnold Scaasi, Bob Mackie, Nina Ricci, and many more.
Dazzling costumes that shocked 1930s, '40s fashion world with their wit and daring. 3 dolls, 29 dresses, suits, gowns, ensembles, more.
Fashion; Turkey; history; 20th century.
Introduced on a grand scale at the 1925 Paris International Exposition, the new Art Deco style expressed modernity and new technologies that were changing the world. In the realm of
fashion, it was the new "chic," representing glamour, luxury, and a sleek style. Tom Tierney captures fashion highlights from that period in this spectacular paper doll review. Two dolls and 28
costumes focus on an array of dramatic creations by outstanding designers of the early twentieth century. Included are a fur-trimmed cloak with an abstract modern design by Paul Poiret; a
tightly pleated and richly colored gown by Mariano Fortuny; Helen Dryden’s day dress in stark zebra stripes; a daring, two-piece knit swimsuit, featuring a bare midriff; as well as dramatic
designs by Sonia Delaunay, Jeanne Lanvin, Coco Chanel, and other noted designers. An additional page features hats of the period — everything from an exotic Poiret turban to Schiaparelli's
novel "shoe" hat. An exciting display of elegant style and cool sophistication, this collection will not only delight paper doll fans but will also thrill collectors and devotees of Art Deco.
Traditional Chinse Edition of [Stephen Hawking]
Presents extended reviews of noteworthy books, short reviews, essays and articles on topics and trends in publishing, literature, culture and the arts. Includes lists of best sellers (hardcover
and paperback).
???????????????????, ???14?????17?????????????????, ??, ????????????.
Traditonal Chinese Edition of [Maria Montessori]
Following on from the ground-breaking collection Fashion Cultures, this second anthology, Fashion Cultures Revisited, contains 26 newly commissioned chapters exploring fashion culture
from the start of the new millennium to the present day. The book is divided into six parts, each discussing different aspects of fashion culture: Shopping, spaces and globalisation Changing
imagery, changing media Altered landscapes, new modes of production Icons and their legacies Contestation, compliance, feminisms Making masculinities Fashion Cultures Revisited
explores every facet of contemporary fashion culture and the associated spheres of photography, magazines and television, and shopping .Consequently it is an ideal companion to those
interested in fashion studies, cultural studies, art, film, fashion history, sociology and gender studies.
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